DRAFT AGENDA (08.10.2012)

Workshop „Economy 1“
Hybrid Workshop & Steering Group Meeting
Schloss Dyck / North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)

Monday, 15. October 2012

09:30 Arrival in the conference room, Schloss Dyck (coffee available)
10:00 Welcome (Jens Spanjer, Schloss Dyck Foudation)
10:10 Introduction into the agenda for the two days (Christian Gruessen, Plan+)
10:20 Parks and Gardens in NRW – Urban development policies of the state NRW
   (Evamaria Küppers-Ullrich, Ministry for Building, Housing, City Development and Transport)
10:45 Parks and Gardens in NRW – Regional policies: EmscherLandscapePark
   (Michael Schwarze-Rodrian, Regional Association Ruhr)
11:10 Land value increasing effects by open spaces
   (Prof. Dr. Dietwald Gruehn, Dortmund University of Technology)
11:40 Coffee break
12:00 Parks and Gardens in NRW – Tourism development
   (Hans-Helmut Schild, projekt 2508)
12:15 Schloss Dyck: Park and event management (Jens Spanjer)
12:30 Start: Guided tour through park and gardens of Schloss Dyck.
12:45 The new espalier orchard (Roswitha Arnold, LVR)
13:00 Lunch break at Bistro Botanica (Schloss Dyck)
14:00 Cont.: Guided tour through park and gardens of Schloss Dyck.
   Active inclusion of partners on focal points „social“, „ecology“, „economy“
15:00 Presentations by partners:
   Pawel Kojs: How to develop a hybrid park from a botanical garden – economic aspects?
   Paola Group: A case study from the REPAIR Action Plan
15:30 Coffee break
15:45 Cont.: Presentations by partners:
   Caroline Hoppé: Cheshire’s Gardens of Distinction: initiatives, findings, benefits
   Udo Woltering: Promoting the regional garden resource – the new website by the LWL
16:15 Summary and outlook for next day
16:30 Steering Group Meeting
Or
   (for those who are not requested to attend the meeting)
16:30 Strolling in the park, visit to exhibitions
18:00 Transfer to restaurant
20:00 Dinner at Gasthaus Stappen, Liedberg (and transfer to hotels afterwards)
08:45  Bus starts for the study trip to the Ruhr (A in map)
09:15  „Hybrid Workshop“ in the coach (brainstorming, questionnaire)
10:30  Arrival at „Phoenixsee“, Dortmund (B in map) (transformation of a former steel plant into a green and blue urban space for recreation, housing, offices)
10:30  Presentation and guided tour by Heinz Hueppe (CEO Phoenixsee Development Agency - confirmed)
12:15  Back at the bus
12:30  Inner city green: Visit of Westpark, of allotment gardens etc. (B as well)
       Incl. lunch break at Ristorante bocconcino
14:30  Bus starts to Landscape Park Duisburg-Nord, Duisburg (C in map)
15:30  Short site visit at Landscape Park Duisburg-Nord
16:30  Return to Schloss Dyck/Dycker Weinhaus (E/A in map)
       (coach stops at hotel and airport (D in map) – upon request )
18:00  Steering Group Meeting (upon request; to be decided the day before)
20:00  Informal dinner at Dycker Weinhaus, Jüchen